HOT TUB HIRE

For hot tubs It’s £40 deposit to book and remainder is cash on delivery. We deliver area by area so it
is a all day delivery slot but we do phone on way.
The hot tub will be cleaned and sanitised on set up and must be emptied cleaned and sanitised by
yourself before we pick up.
In excess wind of 24+ mph the gazebo sides will need to be taken down by yourself and possibly the
roof, if the wind gets hold the gazebo could take off and do damage to property.
If putting tub on grass the grass could go dormant but grass can be covered for 2 weeks minimum
before actually dying so we would never recommend a hire for more than 2 weeks if it’s on grass.
Dormant grass 99% always grows back.
Any decking or surfaces need to hold 1200kg plus the weight or people inside tub.
The hot tub must never be deflated,
We don’t recommend anyone under 4 to go in hot tub
The hot tub and heater must always be turned on 24 hours a day,
The hot tub lid must always be on when not in use
Any rain or snow must be regular knocked off the gazebo roof
Booking deposits are none refundable.

VERY IMPORTANT NOTE:

In terms of damage and theft, our equipment whilst in your possession IS NOT COVERED BY OUR
INSURANCE. If any of the equipment is damaged or stolen from your property then you will be liable
to pay for the replacement costs in full. You may need to check with your house insurance to insure
you are covered.
Finally, we reserve the right to refuse overnight hires if we deem our equipment to be at risk and if
we are not happy with the security of your premises. In such cases the equipment will be picked up
on the day of hire

By paying deposit you are agreeing to all our terms & conditions above

